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One hundred innovative and exciting recipes for the backyard griller--
inspired by the live-fire and asador cooking traditions of Latin America and
the authors' popular restaurant, Ox, in Portland, Oregon.

Take your backyard barbecue game to the next level with Around the Fire, the
highly anticipated debut cookbook from celebrated chefs Greg Denton and
Gabrielle Quiñónez Denton. These are black-belt grilling recipes—inspired by
the live-fire cooking traditions of Latin America, as well as the seasonal
philosophy of their Portland, Oregon restaurant, Ox—that will change the way
you think about and cook with fire. Featuring unexpected cuts of meat (like
Grilled Lamb Shoulder Chops with Rosemary Marinade or Grilled Wild Halibut
on the Bone with Toasted Garlic-Lemon Oil); seasonal produce (Grilled
Butternut Squash with Za’atar and Charred Green Onion Yogurt will delight
vegetarians and carnivores alike); and plenty of starters, salads, desserts, and
drinks, Around the Fire will help make your next outdoor feast the stuff of
legend.

— Mother Jones Best Cookbooks of 2016
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Editorial Review

Review
“When Greg and Gabrielle met over a wood-fired grill at Terra Restaurant in Napa Valley, the sparks flew,
in more ways than one. Their terrific new book is sure to ignite your cooking passion as well. Their
restaurant in Portland is called Ox, but this cookbook is not just about the meat: check out their chapter on
grilled vegetables and you’ll see what I mean.” 
—Nancy Silverton, chef and co-owner of the Mozza Restaurant Group

“One way we cooks show love is to feed and nourish people. Greg and Gabrielle’s book is a true extension
of this idea: it’s about the passion that comes from cooking foods over fire, passion you can feel with each
turn of the page. These recipes are approachable, yet bold with flavors that will sate you from deep within.” 
—Cortney Burns and Nick Balla, chefs and authors of Bar Tartine

"This is the kind of food that expands our imagination of what can be cooked on the grill ... It's a gorgeous
book; rarely has anyone captured the beauty of fire and food in the way photographer Evan Sung has. ...
Around the Fire takes the familiar, twists it a bit, and refreshes the whole category."
—Russ Parsons, Saveur

"Every summer, grilling gets us out of our cold-weather cooking rut, and whether you’re grinding morcilla
sausage from scratch or simply firing up a steak for the first time, this cookbook will give your grilling new
game."
– Epicurious 

“Try Portland chefs Gabrielle Quiñónez Denton and Greg Denton’s inspired grilling recipes, particularly for
vegetables, and slather their Black Gold, a basting sauce created by heating herbs and garlic in rendered
animal fat, on everything.”
– Cooking Light

"Like the old "teach a man to fish" proverb, Around the Fire is designed to give you the tools to prepare an
endless number of meals, both on the grill and off. Take it one step farther, and it's about throwing get-
togethers with friends and family centered around the grill."
– Eater 

"Give your backyard a warm welcome with Around the Fire, a beautiful book centered around cooking over
fire from Greg Denton and Gabrielle Quiñónez Denton of Ox in Portland."
– TastingTable

"Whether you do most of your summertime cooking over a campfire, a charcoal kettle, or a gas grill, this
debut cookbook from the team behind the Oregon restaurant, Ox, will supply plenty of creative, seasonal
menu ideas and inspirational tips, all grounded in traditional, Latin American-style live fire cooking
techniques."
– Real Simple

"Everyone needs a cookbook to dream by. This book from the chefs/owners of Ox Restaurant in Portland,
Ore., is mine this summer."



– Bill Daley, Chiacgo Tribune
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Francisco.
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Introduction
Igniting a Passion
A great grilled meal stays with you, as does the experience of cooking one around a fire. Some of the
happiest times of our lives have been celebrated around a grill. The two of us—now the husband-and-wife
chef-owners of Ox Restaurant in Portland, Oregon—fell in love while cooking over a wood-fired grill in
Napa Valley. That was in 1999, and you might say we’ve been on a quest to share our passion for the grill
ever since. Maybe our story makes us a little biased toward this style of cooking. But we have a strong
feeling that you, too, have some good memories tied to gathering around a fire and grilling.

That first grill where we worked together was at chefs Hiro Sone and Lissa Doumani’s restaurant Terra in St.
Helena, California. This Michelin-starred wine country restaurant was also where we first met, and where we
both cooked professionally for the first time over a mesquite-fueled fire. Our job was smoky, it was sweaty,
and it was flat-out the most inspiring way either of us had ever prepared food.

Any chance we had, we would daydream about and make plans for opening a restaurant with a wood-fired
grill of our own someday.

In between our jobs at Terra, getting married, and opening Ox thirteen years later, the two of us cooked and
ate in various parts of the world, Hawaii, Italy, and Spain among them. When creating our plans for our
restaurant, Ox, we knew that—in addition to the influences we took home from these regions—we also
wanted to incorporate flavors and inspirations from Gabi’s Latin American roots. She spent almost every
summer of her youth at her family’s home in the Andean highlands of Quito, Ecuador, developing a love for
local flavors and traditions while watching her grandmother cook foods like empanadas, hominy stew, and
all kinds of seafood ceviches. We also knew we would build our menu around what’s in season, as well as
make sure we offered something for everybody—vegetarians, food-sensitive diners, everybody.

With our grill goals in mind, we studied the flavors and techniques of one of the best grilling regions in the
world: Argentina. There, a simple grill grate propped over a fire and a dedication to using all parts of an
animal yield dramatic, meaty masterpieces. Meals last hours, platters are always heaping, and dining
companions are generous and hospitable. There is an idea among Argentinians that what comes from their
own land is the best there is—and that it is all you need for a meal.

At Ox, we do Argentinian-style grilling with a Pacific Northwest approach. We cook over an open-fire
Argentinian grill, known traditionally as a parrilla (pronounced pah-ree-sha), and much of our menu
celebrates the bounty—vegetable, seafood, and meat—of the area surrounding Portland, our home since
2008. When we moved here, something about the community told us instantly it was the right place to open
our restaurant. In this part of the country, people are passionate about ingredients and open-minded about
cuisine. We are forever flattered and grateful that they embraced our concept with open arms—a South



American–style grill with a Portland-esque respect for local ingredients and eating by the seasons.

While Portland and Ox are very special to us, we believe that what we do at Ox—and everything we have
learned from our travels to South America and Europe—can be more or less replicated wherever you are.
The pages of this book are designed to inspire you to have an affair with your own grill—be it wood-fired,
charcoal-fueled or, yes, even gas—and bring people together around it. (In our Grilling Basics section on
page 5, there are tips for maximizing the potential of whatever style of grill you have.)

Of course, there’s a reason a gorgeous crackling fire often lures people to gather around and stay awhile.
Besides being warm and giving nourishment, it’s relaxing and enchanting, something that can intrigue and
mesmerize you for hours. We hope that the ideas and recipes inside this book will tickle the same elemental
urges and instincts as fire itself does, and ignite some adventure in both your backyard and kitchen cooking.

When we visited Argentina and Uruguay together, we were so moved by the resourcefulness and cleverness
of the chefs and hosts we met. They can make a grill out of anything, and they apply the fire’s magic to the
most unlikely cuts of meat. Drawing inspiration from these traditions, we’ve taken a leap in using some
lesser-known cuts and ingredients in this book. We promise they are worth your while to seek out. But even
if you don’t, there is plenty in these pages to suit and surprise you.

As for steaks, oh yes, they are here, and they are divine. But we’ve picked other proteins that we are almost
more excited for you to try, like shoulder chops instead of rack of lamb, fish tails instead of fillets, and
spiced morcilla sausages instead of spicy Italian. We are convinced these other types of protein will not only
encourage you to think outside your grill routines but also might save you some cash and probably become
why-didn’t-I-think-of-that favorites. We don’t like to be stuck in ruts as chefs, and we believe no home cook
or host should suffer that fate either.

Of course, extraordinary grilling is not just about meat. At Ox, the grill grate is just as often covered with
stunning seasonal vegetables—like enormous artichokes tenderizing to perfection and singeing on the ends,
or halves of golden spaghetti squash or summer cantaloupes sliced down the center and left to soften and
caramelize over the embers. These are the dishes that surprise many of our first-time restaurant diners,
because we are not a traditional steak house, and these are not your traditional North American grill recipes.

Regarding the barbecue sauces and bottled condiments that are strategically missing from these pages, here’s
our take: grilled foods create their own natural, succulent, and luscious juices, so why waste them? We
harness those drippings and season them with fresh, pungent herbs and spices, like bundles of rosemary and
cloves of garlic; then we use these newly seasoned drippings to baste our grilled foods in their own amped-
up natural juices. And when we need a condiment, we turn to the Argentinian classic: glistening, pungent
chimichurri.

More than just give ideas, we’ll teach you how to break down and prepare more flavorful cuts of protein, and
provide seasonings, bastes, flavorings, and techniques that will hopefully allow you to expand the list of
foods—not just familiar cuts of meat but also veggies, fruit, seafood, and offal—you get inspired to grill.
We’ll also share some fun finishing touches to try. We take pleasure in the look on diners’ faces when they
see fresh truffle shaved over their grilled leg of goat, or when they dip their spoon into the jalapeño-laced
smoked marrow bone that sits atop our clam chowder. These flourishes can be omitted, but we urge you to
try them since it is worth it to go the extra mile. This book is about sharing craft and creativity, inspiring new
menus, and helping to create new associations with the grill and new memories around it.

A very important distinction we’d like to make—and one we think sets our book apart from other grilling



books out there—is that not every dish that follows is cooked on the grill. To us, sautéed side dishes, crisp
salads, creamy soups, chilled ceviches, and roasted and toasted elements of all kinds are essential accents
that help bring balance to every meal, including grill-centric ones. We do not expect man to live off the grill
alone. Though that would not be a tragic fate.

Our vision is that these recipes will help promote more than just cooking seriously good food but also the joy
of sharing it, hosting with ease, and spending relaxed hours around the table. This kind of cooking and eating
harkens back to our travel experiences in South America and Europe—some of our best memories ever of
eating—where family-style feasts are everyday occurrences and where it seems the simpler the food, the
more awe it inspires. It mirrors the technique, flavors, and heart of places where we have found so much
inspiration: Argentina, Uruguay, and Ecuador. Their cooking is the epitome of simplicity and soul, and like
the Europeans, they know how to execute and enjoy a long, lovely meal like the best of them. As the world
gets closer and smaller—communication and travel are easier, and people are taking trips near and far to
expand their food experiences—everybody seems to be on a quest to find and re-create that same feeling
these far-flung places foster. Here’s the secret we want to share: it’s right in your own backyard.
—Greg and Gabi

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Lucille Davis:

Book is definitely written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can learn everything you want by a
guide. Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important point to bring us around the world. Close
to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A e-book Around the Fire: Recipes for Inspired Grilling
and Seasonal Feasting from Ox Restaurant will make you to be smarter. You can feel considerably more
confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you think which open or reading the book
make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they could be thought like that? Have you looking for best
book or appropriate book with you?

Jeffery Herring:

Within this era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. Among the books in the top
record in your reading list is definitely Around the Fire: Recipes for Inspired Grilling and Seasonal Feasting
from Ox Restaurant. This book that is qualified as The Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in getting
precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you can get many advantages.

Pamela Dodge:

You can obtain this Around the Fire: Recipes for Inspired Grilling and Seasonal Feasting from Ox
Restaurant by look at the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it may to be your solve issue if
you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by means of written or
printed but additionally can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era similar to now, you just
looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your ways to get more



information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your knowledge are
still update. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Marilyn Oxford:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can choose
the most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is known as of
book Around the Fire: Recipes for Inspired Grilling and Seasonal Feasting from Ox Restaurant. Contain your
knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it may add your knowledge and make you
actually happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about reserve. It can bring you from one
destination to other place.
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